This Supporting Information contains the force field parameters for the hydronium ions, the parameters of the biasing potential U dwp , and the coefficients of the polynomial fits to ∆G F F , illustrates the dynamics of deprotonation of a single titratable site with different heights of the outer walls of the potential U dwp , and shows the charge conservation of the constraint approach, and the convergence of the protonation macrostate free energies in our simulations at pH = pK a .
Hydronium force field parameters
list the atomic charges 1 and atom types of the hydronium ion in the protonated and deprotonated states. Atom types are defined in GROMOS96 53A6 2 . Biasing potential parameters Table S2 lists the parameters of the double well potential U dwp (equation 3 in main text) for different heights of the barrier h and outer walls w. Table S3 and Table S4 list the coefficients of the 4th order polynomials (with a 0 = 0), which are fitted to the free energy profiles from the reference deprotonation free energy simulations of the four acetic acids (ACE1 to ACE4) and of the buffer sites, respectively. In Table S4 , the coefficients of four independent buffer sites H3OB1 to H3OB4, and of two (BUFF-2) and four (BUFF-4) collective buffer sites are listed. To improve the fit to the deprotonation free energy profile of λ buffer , which describes the concerted deprotonation of two or four buffer sites, we computed the remaining free energy profile by
Boltzmann inverting the probability distributions of λ buffer from 100 constant pH MD simulations of 4.8 ns each, where the parameters for ∆G F F (λ) in Table S4 were used. An additional correction potential (U corr (λ buffer )) was subsequently obtained by fitting a polynomial to the resulting free energy profiles
with coefficients a 0 − a 11 equal to 0. 
Verification of the constraint
To verify that the constraint conserves the charge, Figure S2 reports the total charge of the system, from two constant pH MD simulations at pH = pK a , without constraint, and with constraint c = 4 Figure S3 and Figure S4 show the cumulative protonation macrostate free energies of four acetic acids, obtained from constant pH MD simulations in explicit water at pH = pK a without constraint, and with constraint c = 4 and four buffer sites described by a single titration coordinate λ buffer , respectively. The analytical solutions are indicated with orange broken lines. After sam- 
Convergence of simulations

